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MIT MAS.863:

How to make

(almost) anything





But where did digital

fabrication come from?



Pyrmont Bridge



Automobile Showroom, Montreal Canada



Chullora Aircraft Factory circa 1943



Adventures in the Atom, 1948



Popular Mechanics 1952



Secretary of labor 1962-1965





Popular Science 1957





Same mill, different computer at NASA Ames 2014



You can personally use

digital fabrication tools

in a fab lab





Milling prosthetics, Jens Dyvik



Fabfi wireless mesh network, Jalalabad



Kayak, Sam Calisch



People are even concerned:

Donetsk fablab occupied

Maybe 3d printers are political after all



But using them

still kind of sucks



Applications



Controls



Interfaces



Runtime



Toolhead



watching machines

having all the fun



What really are

these machines?





Even if they are incrementally

improving, digital fabrication

machines are still

not very accessible



Finicky, bad interfaces

Limited applications

Expensive

Controlled by a couple of corps



Can we just

build them ourselves?



Teaching machine design and building



Ideas for machines



Using made machines to make machines



Machine prototypes



Machine testing



Start building your own

machine solutions



Popfab: suitcase CNC

with Ilan Moyer





Modular Machines that Make

with James Coleman



Gestalt virtual machine network





Personal fabrication tools



Taktia: handheld digital fabrication tools



5-axis shopbot handibot



Without the capability to

make tools, the ecosystem

cannot grow



How else can we build?



What about other forms

of access to

precision manufacturing?



Shenzhen



Strange liminal electronics

tool and die shops

and grey markets



Huaqiangbei cell phone market



iphone ICs



iphone motherboards



Access to precision tools

and the capability to use them



Milling school at Shenzhen U



Milling school at Shenzhen U



And odd remixing of mass

manufacture and desirements



Shanzhai phone



Shanzhai phone with Will’s phone



Inside Shanzhai



More Shanzhai



Factories are changing

Personal fabrication is growing



Novena the open source laptop

bunnie and xobs





A new kind of globalised making

with access for individuals
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